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So what if Quad
Thursday is not on
the Quad?
See why, page 4
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The Wall
of Hate
crumbles •.•

Meet Women's
Tennis
Player Tsippy
Waterman

See page 5
' See page 7

NSU Community Takes Back the Night
By Kristine Belizaire
Distribution Manager

Members of the NSU community
gathered in the back yard of the Leo
Goodwin , Residence Halls for the Fifth
annual Take Back the Night, an event
to bring awareness about sexual assault
and domestic violence. This tradition
began in 1877 when women in England
protested against the fear and violence
that they felt when walking in the
streets at night. In 1978, protestors from
California used the phrase after an antipornography conference where people
affected by pornography could speak out
about it.
Purple ribbons were given to the
attendees at the event to acknowledge '
Photo by MIKE PALOZZOLAjThe Current
domestic violence awareness and they Students and faculty march alongside the fencing of the new dorms.
were 'also given the opportunity to sign
heard. White shirts represented deaths,
such as "He made me a victim, but 1
a pledge to never iaise their hands in
purple represented violence, black made myself a survivor" and "1 ultimately
violence. In addition, graphic t-shirts
symbolized violence in politics, blue won this fight!" Additionally, there was
were hung on clotheslines. Known as
and green meant incest and yellow and
the Clothesline Project, the shirts allow
red symbolized stories of survivo,rs.
women to tell their stories of violence.
Please See NIGHT
Written on the shirts were sexual
By hanging the shirts, awareness can be
Page 2
assault statistics and powerful messages
increased, and the women's voices can be

New,Administrator Hopes to Lead
NSU in a Different Direction
By Tanya Parnes
Staff Writer

Calderon has worked in higher level
"What's attractive about Nova
administrative positions for over thirty is that it's very professional in its
four years. His work with six different app~arance and very responsive to
universities in several states has led the ' the changes in the workplace," he
new NSU administrator to develop four said. ''At this university, it realizes
main goals for the university.
'
that its ability to be successful is
His first plan for the university is to directly ,correlated to its ability to
help further develop the Ph.D. programs deliver quality programs."
in the Fischler School of Education and
While NSU is respected for
Human Services, which are directly its masters and doctoral programs,
related to upper level management in Calderon feels it is relatively
higher education. Having many years unknown for its undergraduate
of experience with senior executive level education.
"The majority of students
positions at several different universities,
Calderon plans to utilize his experience to that come here come to participate
help specialize those programs and fully in the , graduate ' programs," he
said. He plans to increase the
prepare the students for their future.
His second goal is to increase the spread of information to out-ofawareness of NSU as an undergraduate state students and show them
institution throughout the country. He the benefits of attending NSU,
feels that students across the nation are including the quality of education,
simply unaware the facilities, the price of tuition
of the programs
What's attractive about Nova is that it's
Please See CALDERON
and
amemtles
very professional in its appearance and very
'that NSU offers.
Page 5

Larry A. Calderon,
Ed.D. is the most
recent edition to NSU's
administrative
staff.
Calderon has become
the Vice President for
Community
and
Governmental
Affairs, a new position at NSU, and
works closely with the President Ray
Ferrero. The central idea behind this
position was to bring in an individual
with a clear vision on how to go about
moving NSU towards becoming a more
complete undergraduate ~nstitution.
''I'm of an age in my career when
1 probably have one last achievement,"
Calderon said of his decision to leave
Broward Community College. "1 saw
the opportunity to deliver that service
and 1 did."

"

responsive to the changes in'the workplace "
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NSO Health
Committee ,
Considers Updating
Smoking Policy
By Greg Kyriakakis
NSU News Editor

At the beginning of the winter
semester, the NSU community
was presented a brief online survey
questioning the universitY's cu~rent
smoking policy,
including the
possibility of a campus-wide ban.
Feedback from the survey will be
used to gain an understanding of
the university community's feelings
toward the current policy and guide
potential changes to the regulations.
America
Minc,
Wellness
Committee co-chair,' and Assistant
Director of Campus Recreation for
Fitness and Wellness, had the initial
idea to reevaluate the guidelines in an
effort to promote healthy habits across
the university.
"1 was thinking of ways NSU
needs to improve in terms of lowering
negative, high-risk health behaviors,
and furthering our commitment to
cultivate a proactive approach towards
health, wdlness, and positive lifestyle
choices/ explained Minc.
Based on the NSU community's
responses, the committee will present
recommendatjons to President Ray
Ferrero and executive .administrators,
who will decide on a course of
action. From there, steps toward
implementation will be taken.
Possible alterations to the policy
include phasing ' out smoking by
creating smoking-designated zones
over the course of an academic
year followed by a full ban the next
year. Permanent smoking zones
or an immediate ban may also be
considered. '
Minc believes that, as a teaching
school preparing students for careers
in disciplines such as medicine and
business, an effort should be made
to, "teach students and faculty how
to make positive health choices." In

Please See SMOKING
Page 4
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NIGHT
continued from page 1·
a shoe project where donated footwear
represented the statewide statistics that
are associated with assault, domestic
violence and rape. The shoes will be
passed on to a local charity.
The event began with MC Marcie
Washington, who described the event as
empowering because it gives people the
chance to speak and voice their concerns
on the very serious issues before them.
Washington took time to acknowledge ·
the offices and student groups who
participated in putting on this event,
such as Office of Residential Life and
Housing, Office of Volunteerism,
Student Engagement, Student Activities
and Leadership Development, NSU's
Social Action Social Awareness group
(SASA), and the tennis, rowing, and golf
teams.
After the acknowledgments, Dr.
Gay Holiday, the Associate Dean of
Students · Aff;lirs, spoke briefly about
dealing with several sexual assault and violence cases, saying that they do occur
on campus and in our community.
Holiday said that peer pressure, fear,
shame, guilt and embarrassment are the
reasons that these crimes go unreported.
She encouraged students to talk to her
. or someone in the Student counseling
office if they have been assaulted. She
concluded by pressing the audience to
"take action and take back the night."
Shay Alexander,
counselor-in
residence, welcomed the keynote
speaker, a doctoral student at NSU,
and described her as someone who is
inviting and embodies the meaning of
tonight's event. After coming onstage,
the student thanked God and thanked
NSU for putting on such an important
event. She then began her story.
She titled her message "It takes
a village to save a life" because after
traveling to different parts of the world,

she realized that the one thing we all
have in common is that we belong to a
village. She described a village as a place
with families, neighbors, doctors, places
of worship, and both the good and the
evil. As a victim of domesric violence,
she was choked, demeaned and belittled.
Embarrassed about what her husband
was doing to her, she became isolated
and just hoped that everything would get
better. Although she lived in a big house
and had luxuries, she felt like she was
dying inside. When she decided to seek
help, she went to a doctor and counseling
therapist. But because she was not sure
that she was being abused, she was often
misdiagnosed and medicated. She said
she was "brainwashed into thinking that
it was nothing." .When, the- .'d(')ctors and therapists
did not help, she turned to her faith and
joined a wife's support group in order to
learn how she could turn her situation
around. One evening afte~ Bible study,
the pastor, who noticed her "zombie-like
state," asked her what was wrong. She
finally told him her story. That was the
day she decided to leave her husband.
She went home, called her parents,
and planned to pack at night while her
husband was at work. That night, she
left and never came back.
While h~r physical scars have healed,
she says that she now suffers from posttraumatic stress disorder, and experiences '
stomach cramps and nightmares. She
once again thanked everyone forcoming
and letting her speak out.
Dr. Douglas Flemons, Director
of Student Counseling, took the stage
and spoke about safety, saying that it
goes beyond physical safety. Flemons
told the audience there is no way to have'
intimacy with someone if you cannot
feel safe enough to leave. "If it is not safe
to leave, then it is not safe to stay," said
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InauguralAnBual Faculty Roast: Andrew Ibrahim,
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Flemons. He also added that the event campus safety to attention. To keep the
was personal to him, since he had recently campus safe, Public Safety said that they
lost a friend to AIDS after he was raped. provide emergency blue light phones,
Jessica Aaron, president of SASA, began . fout hundred cameras allover campus,
the open mike forum, so that audience 24-hour patrols, and escort services for
members could come up and tell their students who do not feel comfortable
tales of abuse. Aaron encoutaged those walking around campus at night.
attendees to break their silence.
"Certain areas on campus are well
One by one, they rose and shared lit but some aren't, like the walkway
their : tales with the crowd. Some of from the library to Parker," said an
them were victims of domestic violence. evening student at NSU who wished to
Others were victims of child molestation remain anonymous. "They say that the
or attempted rape. They all remembered Public Safety services are available, but I
feeling helpless and scared, but they also don't really see them."
remembered that they are survivors.
In addition, the emergency phone
Nichola Seegobin, an NSU consoles by the Cultural Living Center
optometry student who was brutally (CLC) are not functioning.
murdered by her e-x-boyfriend in 2005,
"I feel that this affects my safety
was not forgotten in this year's Take a great deal," said Shurell Burton, a
Back the Night. Seegobin's aunt and sophomore who lives in CLC. "With
family were present at the event, which the parking situation, I have to park in
took place on what would have been her . the Goodwin parking lot and walk at
27th birthday. Her aunt addressed the night to CLC."
audience, urging them to share anything
The Office of Residential Life
dangerous with someone and to protect and Housing also has services to keep
students safe. Shay Alexander, counselorthem at all times.
The night ended with a candle light in-residence, said "I believe that Reslife
vigil held to remember all the victims, provides Ms and GA's with useful
and a march lead by SASA. The shirts will training and crisis intervention. They
be hung in the Alvin Sherman Library also provide a 24/7 crisis hotline [ext
and the distributed hand prints will be 7050] and raise programs such as Take
placed on a banner and put on display in Back the Night to make students more
aware."
the Goodwin Residence Halls.
This event has brought the issue of

....
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ROCK Hotel&. Casino
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Quad Thursday
Students and staff gathered outside the UC Patio on
January 18 to enjoy an array of cultural dishes, desserts, live
entertainment, and flag football. There were also various
informational tables, where students could register for the
2nd Annual Diversity Summit, sign up to roast NSUSGA
President Andrew Ibrahim for the Inaugral Student Roast
on Monday, January 22, and submit nominations for 2007
Homecoming Court.

Photo~

by MIKE PALOUOLAjThe Current
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Homecoming Week: Bringing
Out the Fun of NSU Spirit
By Jany Cabezas
StaffWriter

During the week of Jan. 22
many activities and events will take
place throughout NSU's campus;
from dressing up as superheroes to
racing tricycles, homecoming week
promises plenty of fun and surprises.
All day Monday, Jan. 22,
students are encouraged to dress up
as their favorite superheroes.' Later in
the evening, from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.,
an Inaugural Annual Faculty Roast,
featuring roastee and SGA president
Andrew Ibraham, will take place in
the Flight Deck.
On Tuesday, . another theme
will take over the campus: that day
students are encouraged to wear their
·pajamas to school for the Pajama
Dress Theme. Wednesday, students
will attempt their best to resemble
a celebrity for the Celebrity Looka-Like Dress Theme. At 8 p.m. a
homecoming party will take place

te

6 p.m., family and friends
until 11 :55 p.m. for celebrity look- p.m.
a-likes at the Flight Deck. The best are invited to take a tour of the
NSU campus as well as witness the
dressed look-a-like will win a prize.
NSu will be ' "Sharkified" on -University Center's Ribbon Cutting
Thursday for the Dress Theme ofNSU and the official unveiling of Guy
Gear and school spirit. Starting at Harvey's mural. Following the
11 :30 p.m., th€ usual Quad Thursday unveiling will be the "Homecoming
will have a more "Sharky" atmosphere Tailgate" for the Homecoming
with a Shark Rally to warm things up _ basketball games between NSU
for The Annual Tricycle and ''Anything and The University of Tampa.
That Floats" Raft Races around the This includes the women's game at
Gold Circle Lake. These races will start 5:30 p.m. and the men's game at
7:30 p.m. The "Red Carpet Affair"
at 2:30 p.rn: and end at 6:30 p.m.
Homecoming Dance will begin at
On)~riday, from 4:30 p;m. to 6:30
p.m., a "club ,and organization fair will 9 p.m. and end at 12 a.m. at the
open shop in the North Lobby of the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in
UC to 'display various clubs on campus. Hollywood.
For more information about
To conclude the day, the Student
Union Board's "Shark Shout Out" will these events, contact Katie Blanco
present comedians Al Jackson and Jen at 954-262-7283. Any questions
. Kober to bring laughs to the Flight regarding Homecoming tickets
should be directed to Earl Tinsley at
Deck at 8 p.m.
Saturday will see the main events tearl@nova.edu.
take place. During the day, from 2

NSU Tradition "Quad Thursdays"
Undergoes Changes
By Michael Bergbauer
Current Affairs Editor

Students may 'have noticed
something peculiar at the last few
Quad Thmsdays - they are no longer
on the Library Quad. A change
among possible-ornersTnrhe goal of
making the weekly event better than
ever.
The change was decided last
month during Quad Thursday's
"Winter
Wonderland"
theme
when the large pile of snow for the
event had to be placed behind the
University Center.
"At that event, I asked a lot of
the students what they thought of
the event on the patio and they liked
that there were more places to sit,
there was more room and 'that they
could be in the shade if they wanted
to," said Tricia Realbuto, Graduate
Assistant for Involvement. "When
Quad Thursday was under the tent,

everyone was shoved under the tent
to stay out of the sun, and when it
rained the turnout dropped and
people got wet."
Radio X also expressed worry
about the weather and equipment
that, could be damaged if they were
caught out in the rain. "Now having
the event at the Patio, we can move
it under the building 'or even into
,the Flight Deck if it starts raining," .
said Realbuto. "We have access to
the Flight Deck and the University
Center if we need anything."
However, opinion among the
student body varies.
"I like the new location," said
student Kaye Fenelus. "I think
it's better because it's away from
classes."
"I liked it better before because
its location attracted more people,"
said student Shurell Burton.
"[Commuter] students won't feel

like walking from .the parking garage
all the way to the Flight Deck to
participate."
Although now disassociated with
"the quad" there are currently no
plans to change the name, according
to Realbuto. Some signs have been
posted around campus publicizing
the motto "So what if it's not on the
quad?!"
As with any event, there are
efforts behind it to push it to become
bigger and better.
"We want to experiment
with the tYpes of food, music and
entertainment." said Realbuto. "I
always try to speak to students at the
events to get their feedback and I'm
always open to suggestions. Quad
Thursday is an event for students '
to have a free meal, relax and enjoy
themselves before or after class. I
want to continue to have that be the
goal of the event."

Ars Flores to Perform at Miniaci with Young
Artists Concerto Competition Winners .
The Ars Flores Symphony
Orchestra,
NSU's
orchestra in
residence, will be performing at 4 p.m.
on Sunday, January 28 in the Rose
and Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts
Center.
This performance will feature
winners of the Young Artists Concerto
Competition, who will each perform
parts of a concerto with the Orchestra.

The program will include concertos
for the piano, violin, cello, flute and
clarinet.
Preceding the performance will
be a pre-concert lecture by humanities
professor Dr. Christine Jackson at 3
p.m., and a free Music for Munchkins
performance geared towards children
and their families at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $30 for preferred

seating, $20 for general admission,
and $15 for students and seniors. NSU
st~dents are able to purchase a pair of
tickets for $5 each with the code word
,
''ARTIST.''
For more information, visit www.
arsflores.com, call Ars Flores at (954)
764-4455, or the Miniaci ticket office
at (954) 462-0222.
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SMOKING
continued from page 1

" an effort should
be made to
'teach students
and faculty how
to make positive
health choices.'"

RALPH TORRES/Contributing Photographer
This ash tray, placed outside of the
Horovi,z Adminstrat,on Building,
is one of the common stopping
grounds for smokers.
addition, an alteration could create
a cleaner and healthier environment
on campus.
"I shouldn't have to hold
my breath to avoid second-hand
smoke entering and leaving almost
any building on campus," said
Minc, adding that cigarette butts
are a detriment to the campus
environment.
Some at NSU agree that going
smoke-free would enhance their
campus experience. Nick Garris, a
junior, welcomed the idea, saying
that "banning smoking would be
one step closer to utopia."
But others on campus are not
adamant on change. Bridget Haley,
a non-smoking sophomore, is not
bothered by others partaking in a
cigarette "unless I can't avoid [their
smoke]." Further, . she questioned
whether a policy shift would bring
about actual change.
"To be honest, because the '
campus is so large, I don't think
a ban or smoking zones will be .
enforceable," said Haley. Minc hopes
that all students and staff would help
get the word out if an indiscretion
occurs.
Currently,
the ' university
handbook states that, while smoking
is banned inside all buildings,
smoking outside "should be done
away from public entrances and exits
so that those entering, leaving, and
occupying the buildings will not be
exposed to secondhand smoke."
Minc believes that current
enforcement of the doorway ban is
lax. Part of the survey questioned
what type of consequence offenders
could possibly face for breaking the
rules, including fin~s.

JANUARY 22. 2007
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Wall of Hate: "Breaking Down the Barriers"

The Wall of Hate stands waiting for its demise. The Writing on the Wall Proiect
is an annual event where a the wall covered in hJlteful words is symbolically
destroyed.

Sophomore Andrew Ibrahim destroys the last remaining rows of
. the Wall.

NSU students, staff, and faculty ready themselves to pull on the ropes
to knock down the Wall of Hate, and in doing so knock down those
barriers of hate between people.

A cloud of dust rises as the Wall is reduced to a pile of rubble.

Photos by MICHAEl PALOZZOLA/The Current
The Wall of Hate begins to topple as the aHached ropes are pulled.

CALDERON
contint:led from page 1

"I'm of an age in my career when I probably have one last achievement."
and, of course, the sunny weather.
Calderon's third goal for the
un~versity is to increase the current
level of external fundi~g. He is
examining several different sources of
funding including state,x federal and
private funds.
He proposed to apply for federal
funding because NSU qualifies as a
Hispanic-serving institution, having
twenty-five percent of the students Qn
campus dedared as Hispanic.
Increasing the student and
community
awanntess
of "he "
undergraduate life at NSU is
Calderon's fourth goal. "This campus
is exemplary in its appearance, and
is improving every day," he said. "I
was brought in to help and make it
better."

He wants students to feel free to
come to him with their ideas about
holding different events on campus.
Calderon believes that these kinds of
acti:vities will ultimately c~eate more
unity ,throughout the university.
Calderon knows that it is going
to be hard work and that it will take
time to achieve his goals for university
improvement. "By the end of my first
year, I will have developed my game
plan," he said. "There is a whole lot of
thinking and adjustment that needs
to be done "along the way."
One of the challenges is finding
the wa,ys and means to incorporate
these new changes into the currem
administrative S}'stem at NSU. "The
implementation of any- significant
change will come at the end of

my second year and towards the
beginning of my third," he said.
As former President of BCC, ,
Calderon sat on a coordinating
council with other top administrawrs
fFOm different universities, including

Ferrero, whose purpose was to
address tlhe key issues that were
affecting the students on their
college campuses. When FeITero
apprQached Calderon with his new
plan fm NSU, Calderon accepted.

Calderon's 4 M:a in Goals
1. To help further develop the Ph.D. programs in the Fischler
School of IZducation and Human Services.
2. To increase the awareness of NSU as an undergraduate
institution throughout the country.
3. To increase the current level of external funtltng.
4. To incre-ase siudent and community awareness of NSU
undergraduate life.

we could have gone anywhere.
we chose Florida International University.
Miguel Alonso,·)r. .
Miami ·
Electrical Engineering

Douglas Houghton
New York
Nursing

Megan Bottegal
North Carolina
Forensic Chemistry

Charlie Emerson
Connecticut
Post Professional
Athletic Training/
Sports Medicine
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Men's 8r.. Women's Basketball Recap
By Nelly Mesa
StaffWriter

The NSU women's basketball team
(4-11, 3-2 SSC) was able to pick up two
much needed conference wins while
playing the Tritons of Eckerd College,
67-55, and Lynn University's Fighting
Knights, 62-58.
While taking' on the Tritons,
junior Amber Bishko led the team with
17 points and 13 rebounds. Sophomore
Eliza Allen was also key to the Sharks
victory. In addition to her outstanding
defensive performance, which including
three steals and three blocks, Allen
sunk a crucial three-pointer which
would throw the game's riio~entum
back in the Shark's direction. Senior
Mechelle Jones helped the team as she'
tacked on 15 points of her own. Jones
played well once again with another
big offensive game against the Fighting
Knights, locking in another 15 points
while senior Jennifer Havens put up 18
points.
The men's team (8-6, ,3-2 SSC)
were not so fortunate. While in Saint
Petersburg they were defeated by the
Tritons, 76-61, and by Lynn while at
home, 61-56, to end their 12 home
conference game winning streak.
NSU men's Sharks got off to a
shaky start due to early foul trouble
for a number of the Sharks' starting
pl~yers, unfortunately limiting the
Sharks while on the court. Despite the
loss, sophoIl!ore Josh Wood did his best
to carry the team on the offensive end

Photos courtesy J.C. RIDLEY
Senior Mechelle Jones '(above left) struggles with a defender.
Calvin Jenkins (right) defends the goal.

of the game as he led the Sharks with
17 points;
The Sharks, as well as Fighting
Knights, struggled offensively while
battling it out with both teams

shooting below 50 percent. True to
Shark character, the boys never gave up
regardless of the score. Their hard work
and passion began to payoff in the
second half as they made a marvelous

comeback, tying the game up at 51
points apiece. 'Sadly, NSU was not
able to capitalize as the match ended
in defeat for the Sharks.

Player Profile

"Do What You Love, Love What You Do"
,Tsippy Waterman
By Nelly Mesa
StaffWriter

The NSU women's tennis team
is proud to welcome back the muchanticipated return of 21 year-old junior
Tsippy Waterman, for the upcoming
2007 season. She traveled across the
world from Israel with the hopes of
building her tennis career to what was
once unimaginable heights. Waterman
came to NSU as a freshman in 2004
and she worked hard and succeeded in
making a strong name for herself as a
force to be reckoned with.
Waterman has demonstrated
electrifying intensity on the court
over the years. As a freshman she
was named to the Sunshine State's
All-Conference Team in addition to
earning the honor of becoming the ITA
Southeast Regional Player to Watch. As
a sophomore Waterman made herself
known on a national level, receiving a
national ranking of 44, concluding the
2006 season with a 15-7 over-all singles
record, along with a 15-8 doubles.
Although Waterman is just 5 feet

.-

3 inches tall, she has set her goals at
tremendous heights.
"My dream has always been to
become a professional tennis player
and top ten in the [Women Tennis
Association] ," said communication
major Waterman. "In addition to my
tennis dream, I would also like to be a
sports broadcaster on television."
Tsippy was born in Amsterdam,
Holland, where she remained for
several years before relocating to Israel
where she lived until becoming a Shark
here at NSU.
"I have been lucky to travel
to many different countries, cities
and states allover the world," said
Waterman. "EveryWhere I have ever
gone I have taken little pieces with me,
but there is no place like home."
Although Tsippy does miss ho~e,
she finds comfort through her coach
and teammates, whom have become
one big family.
"My parents are my everything,"

she said. "If it wasn't for their love
and support I would never have been
able to get as far as I have gotten. I
have amazing friends that are very
'motivating and I could not ask for
anything better."
Tsippy got involved with tennis
at an extremely young age, seeing
as her father is a prestigious tennis
instructor.
"My dad used to bring me to
the courts when I was really little,"
recalled Waterman. "The first time
I picked up a racket it was love at
first hit."
Tsippy has brought passion and
motivation to NSU's untouchable
tennis team.
"I love to compete; the feeling ,
that' you get before a match is a
pure rush. Nothing is better then
that moment when you walk on the
court and all eyes are on you," said
Waterman. "Do what you love, love
what you do."

Photo by Gory Curreri '

3 Quick Facts
• Tsippy Wateman was born in
Amsterdam, Holland.
. , She has traveled across the
world to bring her tennis career
to a new level.
• Tsippy has been named to
Sunshine State's All-Conference
Team and ITA Southeast Regional
Player to watch.
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Pan's Labyrinth:

More Thrilling than Fanciful
By Stefani Rubino

Vttriel) Editor
The tagline for Pan's Labyrinth
reads "Innocence has a power evil
cannot imagine" and ' with that,
Guillermo Del Toro (Hellboy, Blade Il)
has woven a tale that sets innocence
against evil in all aspects of the film.
The film tells the story of Ofelia
(Ivana Baquero), a young girl growing
up during the Spanish Civil War.
After her mother, Carmen (Ariadna
Gil), desperately marries Captain
Vidal (Sergi Lopez), a decorated "war
hero" commanding part of Franco's
fascist regime, for protection, Ofelia
and Carmen are transported to rural
Spain where Vidal lives and works.
There, Ofelia is visited by a fairy and
faun. who tell her that there is a great
underground kingdom anxiously
waiting for her return.
It soujJ.ds kind of like a children's
story and it ' has all the elements:
sweet, little child and long parent,

Latest Castlevania
Installment "Ruins"
Boredom
By Michael Bergbauer

Current Affairs Editor

evil stepparent, displacement, and
mystical figures (like the fairies and
the faun). However, it's anything
but a children's story. If anything,
this is a story for adults, or at least
p~ople who have matured a bit, as

Please See LABYRINTH
Page 11

Castlevania games need little
introduction, and the latest addition
to Konami's popular series, Portrait of
Ruin for the Nintendo DS, continues
the Castlevania legacy of greatness
with a few new additions to its classic
gameplay, including a new sub-weapon
and spell system, dual character control
and of course, a whole lot of evil
monsters.
Castlevania: Portrait of Ruin
features an interesting story that,
fortunately, is not as convoluted as' some
of the last few entries in the series. The
year is 1944 and the anger and sadness
of the thousands of souls lost to World
War II has summoned Dracula's castle
to our mortal plane once again to
push humankind over the brink into
destruction. Naturally, the Morris clan
must step in to once more protect the

world from Dracula. However, Dracula
doesn't appear to be home. A vengeful
va~pire by the name of Brauner has
taken control of the castle's power to
do what Dracula has failed to do for
the last several ce.nturies - destroy
humankind.
The playertakes control ofJonathan
Morris and his magicaliy gifted friend
Charlotte Aulin. Gameplay follows the
usual Castlevania 2-D side-scrolling
conventions, but the player can tagteam between using one character or
the other, or both characters at once
(one is controlled by the computer).
The computer handles its character
reasonably well, as it sticks close to
you and attacks nearby enemies. If it
gets hit, your magic will be drained
instead of your health, and if your

Please See CASTLEVANIA
Page 11
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Anti-Folk is Alive ..• and Kicking
By Stefani Rubino

Vttriel) Editor
For the most part, anti-folk seems
to exist only around the Lower East
Side of New York City. And it is there
that the great Jeffrey Lewis resides.
To get a full understanding of his
music, you have to look at his history.
According to the biography on his
website, Jeffrey Lewis was born and
raised on the Lower East Side by loving
"beatnik" parents, and at an early age
he became a comic book fanatic, even
before he was able to read. Eventually
he started drawing and writing his '
own comic books and found that he
also loved to make music. Inspired by
folk legend Donavon and the great
do-it-yourselfer Daniel Johnston, he
began to make cassette taps of his
songs which he sold with his comics
books. And then as other artists like
the Moldy Peach~s. and Lach took off,
so did Jeffrey Lewis, which brings us
to his latest release with his brother,
Jack Lewis, City & Eastern Songs.
Much like all other anti-folk
music, the album is extremely
simplistic; almost childish, and
usually tells stories instead of just
conveying a message or emotion,
but that's the genius behind it and
that's what makes Jeffrey Lewis so

, great. His songs are not only simple
and innocent, but there's always a
part somewhere in the song where
the song goes from most innocent
content to more adult. On City &
Eastern Songs, Jeff and Jack Lewis do
this over and over again, and they do
it extremely well.
My personal favorite on this
album is a song called "Williamsburg
Will Oldham Horror," which pays
tribute to an up-and-coming folk
act and personal favorite of mine
Will Oldham (a.k.a. Bonnie 'Prince'
Billy, Palace Music, Palace Brothers,
and Palace Songs). In the song, Jeff
and Jack describe a sighting of the
notoriously reclU:se Will on the
Subway in NYc. The song is fast
and sometimes it's a little hard to
understand the lyrics but when you
do, they're actually pretty intere9ting.
Like a lot of his songs, -there is only
guitar on this track and he does a
good job of using it to push the story
of the song even further along.
The other two truly great
tracks on the album are "Posters,"
which describes a midnight wheat
pasting (gluing posters to walls)
party, and 'AAxiety Attack," which,
as its title iiuplies, describes how Jeff
is feeling before; during, and after

••JeHrey and Jack Lewis··
an anxiety attack and how much he
dislikes them. "Posters" has a fun
rhythm and the lyrics mostly rhyme,
which makes the song a lot of fun to
. listen to and sing along with. ''Anxiety
Attack" is a little more errinic, much
like what he's describing in the song,
and will kind of keep you on your
seat the whole time you're listening,
but it's melodic and by the end of the
song I was laughing.

City & Eastern Songs is a fun
<;ollection to anybody's iTunes. I
would recommend it to people who
like anti-folk and even those who
don't. The songs are funny and simple,
and even interesting~ As my headline
says, thanks to Jeffrey Lewis and a
few other incredibly talented artists,
anti-folk is alive and will hopefully be
around for a very long time.

•
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LABYRINTH
continued from page 10

'~ .. [Although] it has
aII the elements:
sweet, little child
and long parent,
evil stepparentl
displacement and
mystical figures ...
it's anything but a
children'S story. "
most of the subject matter is very
adult oriented and there is also a
lot of violence and even some bad
language.
With that being said, it s
shocking
how
mature
Ivana
Baquero's (Ofelia) performance
was. If Dakota Fanning is the best
Engllsh-speaking child actress, than
Baquero is the best Spanish-speaking
one. She is incredibly talented and
can turn her emotions on and off
like a light switch. At first she seems
quiet and shy, but as the movie
progresses she becomes ' outgoing,
fearless, and courageous-and it's all
so believable.
Another surprising performance
came from Sergi Lopez (Captain
Vidal). He was so sinister and evil
that you would almost think that
was a part of his real personality.
Honestly, I was pretty afraid of him
the whole time: the audience never
knew what his next move was going
to be and every one was just as
surprising as the last. Lopez's fierce
snarl and seemingly hot temper
turned this character into something
I never expected him to be. I don't
think there will ever be an evil
stepparent quite like him.
As I said, the movie is set in
the co'u ntryside ?-nd it looks like
it was filmed there also. Beautiful
mountainsides and lush forests
helped illustrate the film and give it
a little more of that fairy tale feel. I
don't think they filmed anything in
a studio, and if they did, they did a
great job of covering that up. The
architecture of the buildings and the
labyrinth give it that 1930's touch
they were hoping for as well.
The only down-side of the film
is that it gives off the illusion of being
fanciful and mystical though it's not.
There are parts of it that are, but the
whole film is more like a drama or
a thriller than anything else. It has
some horror film elements to it as
well, which is probably why it was on
the cover of Fangoria this month.
However
un-fairy-tale-like
and bizarre Pan's Labyrinth may be,
the story is beautiful and it's most
certainly worth a watch. The ending
couldn't have been better and I
definitely walked out of the theater
pleased with the film. It'~ the first
adult fairy tale I've ever heard of,
and an extremely good one at that.
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CASTLEVANIA
continued from page 10
partnership isn't working out, you
can send it away with the touch of a
button. The feature is really cool at
first, but unfortunately, it is not very
fleshed out. Charlotte has only a few
good spells and there are barely any
situations when both characters are
necessary to progress, so Charlotte
pretty much becomes a tool and you
will play through the majority of the
game as just Jonathan.
Other new additions to the
gameplay are Charlotte's spells,
Jonathan's sub-weapons and Dual
Crush attacks. During the game
the characters will come across a
wide variety of each. Jonathan's subweapons get stronger as they are used
untifthe-y are fully mastered, at which
point their r~nge and effectiveness see
a sutprising increase, which varies fo\'
each sub-weapo~. ~ Charlotte's spells
don't need to level up, but they gain
more strength the longer you let her
recite .. its incantation, while Dual
Crush attacks are massive magic
attacks that call upon the strength of
both characters.
Aside from those small changes,
the gameplay is .extremely similar to
previous Castlevania titles, which is
not a bad thing. Dracula's castle is
huge and filled with many secrets,
but you spend a large amount of time
out of the castle by stepping through
enchanted paintings which transport
to other locales, like an Egyptian tomb
or a haunted forest. Additionally, there

tons of monsters to defeat, and they all
drop loads of items. Weapons run the
gamut of swords, axes; maces, spears,
magic tomes and, of course, whips.
Also, there are hundreds of pieces of
armor and a lot of food - just about
everything ftom hot dogs to Foie Gras.
Seeir.g all of the castle and getting the
best equipment is quite challenging
and the large variety of enemies and
incredible bosses will keep you on your
toes.
In addition to the main game,
there are a few other game modes and
hidden c~aracters to unlock. Among
them, Boss Rush Mode, where you
must defeat several boss characters
in quick succession; Co-Operative
Mode, in where you can connect with
other game owners using the OS's WiFi capability; and Shop Mode which
lets you buy or sell in-game items from
with players also using Wi-Fi.
The volume of extra content
offered makes C:PoR a solid title that

looks good too. Although sprite based,
all the characters and enemies have a
wide range of smooth and interesting
animations. The environments and
backgrounds are beautifully done,
using fine art and scrolling 3-D images
for added depth and dimension.
And for a game about demons and
vampires, the music is very upbeat and
catchy, follG)Wing the similar quality
that Castlevania games h~ve come to
be known for. Also, the game features
quite a bit of voice work, which is nicely
and clearly executed and fortunately
not annoying, as it adds personality to
the characters.
C:PoR does not reinvent what
Castlevania has been doing over the
last 20 years, but it stays true to its
strengths with a lengthy, challenging
quest, remarkable design, and a
plethora of enemies, items and secrets.
This is · a title Castlevania veterans
or anyone looking for a solid action
adventure title should check out.

smoldering cigarette to its nest atop
of a West Virginia office complex.
According to the Associated Press,
Fire Capt. David Bias said that,
even though he is "taking a good
bit of ribbing" over the theory, it
is credible. The area where the fire
began "was inaccessible to humans"
and had no electrical wires present.
In addition, the fire evidently
started near the nest and moved
out in three locations. Bias and
other fire officials agree that such an
occurrence is "uncommon, but it's
not impossible."

from his lunch box and he staked out
the area, spotting a "naked human
being, who looked like a jungle
person." Authorities will compare
DNA samples to confirm that the
woman is indeed the child who went
missing years ago.

Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis

Nine Year-Old Steals
Car, Sneaks on Plane,
Gets Arrested
Fourth grader Semaj Booker
did not like his new family home
in Tacoma, Wash., and so he
started acting out, just like any
normal child does. It started off .
as small incidents, such as when
the nine year-old stole a car and
evaded police at speeds of 80 to 90
mph. The Seattle Times point~d out
that, for this youngster, car theft is
no big deal, having done it twice
• before. Following his most recent
arrest, Booker was returned home
but quickly executed his master
plan of leaving home and flying
to his grandfather in Dallas. With
no job, Booker had no choice but
to sneak past airport securil;¥. and
board a Southwest Airlines flight.
Despite his valiant effort, Booker
wound up San Antonio, having
boarded the wrong plane, and was
apprehended by police.

Arsonist Bird May. Have
Sparked Fire
Investigators are trying to
determine whether a bird carried a

Missing Girl Becomes
Jungle Woman
Rochom P' ngiengwent missing
in the Cambodian jungles 19 years
ago. Just recently, the now 27 yearold was found and identified by her
father due to a scar and her facial
features, reported the, Associated
Press. The woman cannot speak
any language and was described as
a "half-human, half-animal" by a
police chief who .added that "she
sleeps during the day and stays up
at night." P' ngieng was discovered
after a villager's lunch was stolen

Whoops
Sylvia Browne, a psychic who
frequents Montel Williams' fine
television talk program, told the
family of Shawn Hornbeck threo.
ye<:trs ago that their missing son was'
dead and that his body was in some
Missouri woods. Specifically, next to
two large boulders. Alas, the boy was
found, alive and well, just recently.
The Daily News reported that the boy's
family claimed Browne wanted $700
at the time to help locate Hornbeck,
but the family did not have the funds.
Browne denied 'that she ever asked
for money, saying "there's never been
a case that I've ever charged for a
missing child." She also apologized
for the inaccurate prediction but said
her work has helped to solve many
other cases.
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News from Around
the World
Compiled by Paul Saneaux

Europe
Strong storms kill at least 39
In what was considered an unusual storm featuring winds up to 120 mph,
at least 21 people have been killed from England to the Czech Republic, and
transportation systems have been halted. According to Reuters, German and
Dutch railways were halted, flights from Frankfurt were grounded, and rescue
helicopters had to assist 26 sailors after their freight ship encountered trouble
in the English Channel. "Things have ground to a halt-this is unprecedented,"
said Hartmut Mehdorn, director of Eurostar international trains. "Five motorists
died, two people were killed in the northern town of Manchester, Britain, and a
boy died when a wall collapsed in London." Several German and Dutch schools
closed early due the severe weather and falling trees and debris in the Netherlands
have claimed at least 3 lives. Strong winds andtorreritial rain damaged buildings,
including the arched roof of Amsterdam's Central Station. Two odd cases included
a barn door that was ripped off its hinges and killed a 73 year-oldman, and a loose
house door that killed an 18 month-old child. "What's unusual about this storm
is that it will affect the whole country and not just certain areas," said spokesman
for Germany's meteorological service, Christoph Hartmann.
For more information, visit www.reuters.com.

North America
DNA evidence clears 12 prisoners in Texas
On Jan. 19, James Waller became the 12th person to be exonerated from
a crime that he did not commit in Texas. Associated Press reports said that the
large number of. exonerations due to conflicting DNA evidence in Dallas, Texas
has "renewed questions about the quality of Texas justice." DNA exonerations in
Dallas outnumber those in California and Florida. Waller, now 50 at the time of
his release, was exonerated when DNA tests on hair and semen "showed he was not
the rapist who attacked a 12 year-old boy living in Waller's apartment building in
1983." The district attorney's office offered their apologies, and Texas lawmakers
calls the situation an "international embarrassment." Democratic Sen. Rodney
Ellis of Houston said "These are appalling mistakes, and in the case of Dallas
County, there have been so many." Ellis is sponsoring a bill to create commission
dedicated to correcting the flaws of the states criminal justice systeni. A similar bill
was presented previously but "failed to reach the floor in the past two legislative
sessions." "There are times when we make ~istakes, and when we do, we ought to
be big enough to admit it," commented Ellis.
For more information, visit www.msnbc.com.

Middle East
Outspoken Turkish editor gunned down
According to the Associated Press "a journalist who faced constant threats
and protest as one of the most prominent voices of Turkey's shrinking Armenian
'communitywas shot to death" on Jan. 19. Hrant Dink, a 53 year-old Turkish man
of Armenian descent, was put on trial "numerous times for speaking out" about
crimes carried out against Armenians. Dink has received numerous threats from
nationalists, "who viewed him as a traitor." During an interview with AP in 2006,
Dink cried at the mention' of his countrymen's hatred for him. He said "he could
not stay in a country where he was unwanted." "I'm living together with Turks
, in this country," Dink said in the interview. "I don't think I could live with an
identity of having insulted them in this country .. . if I am unable to come up with
a positive result, it will be honorable for me to leave this country." Police reports
indicated that Dink was killed by two bullets to the head at the entrance to his
newspaper's offices.
.
For more information, visit www.msnbc.com.
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Dolphin Stadium
Getting Ready for
Super Bowl XLI
,By Alida Winslett
Sports Editor

The Dolphin stadium is going
through some major changes to get
ready for whatever teams go headto-head at Super Bowl XLI. Dolphin
Stadium President Bruce Schulze was
interviewed about changes in the
field.
"[There's] a lot of noise going on,
a lot of activity, a lot, of fun," he said.
"and ,even now with only twenty days
to go, you still won't recognize it, it
just changes that much." Schulze was
referring to the outside and inside
of the arena. The most significant
changes will be oil the interior, with
the addition of a special turf and large
high definition television~.
This special grass is two years
in the making and was grown in a
special farm in central Georgia. The
turf arrived at Dolphin on January 11
and it took three to four days to lay
down. The process of laying this grass
is time consuming and repetitive. The
grass must be unloaded from trucks,

rolled out, positioned, flattened, and
then tighten.
"We're setting the stage for the
game," said Ed Mangan of the NFL.
"It is the stage, and if this isn't agood
surface, then the players' talents
can't be utilized to their maximal
potential."
About 80,000 square feet of grass
has been placed in the stadium. That
is approximately two and a half acres
of grass grown and taken out of the
ground in Georgia. The reason this
grass is considered to be so special
is because of a unique sod called
Princess 77. This sod was grown on
a special Super Bowl field farm and is
extremely expensive.
The estimated cost of this
specialized turf is $250,000 dollars.
Be sure to keep watching the
games to see which NFL teams get
perform on this "special grass" in
Super Bowl XLI on Feb. 4.

to

David Beckham Signs
,w ith LA Galaxies for
250 million
By Alida Winslett
Sports Edito-r

David Beckham, the 31 yearold midfielder from the Real Madrid
team, has decided to come to America
to play soccer. He has agreed to a
five-year, $250 million deal with the
Los Angeles Galaxy. However, he
said it is not about the money. In an
interview he said ''I'm going out there
to hopefully build a dub and a team
that's got a lot of potential."
It is evident that soccer is
struggling for fans in America, but
Beckham hopes to change that with
his decision to play in the States.
"Soccer is huge all around the
world, apart from America, so that's
where I want to make a difference,"
.said Beckham
Beckham's wife, Victoria, also
known as Posh Spice from the Spice
Girls, was also seen house hunting in ,
L.A., which fueled the flame of rumors
of his move.
The Galaxy team has tried to get'
Beckham over to the United States for
almost a year, and now they have him.
Some fans say that it will help L.A.
and the soccer world, but it is yet to

b~ seen what Beckham has in store
for the sport in the n~xt five years.
Beckham will be making dose
to a million dolla~s a week. Many
hope Beckham will have a positive
influence on the-sport and Beckham's
younger fans in the U.S. will have a
soccer iqm to look up to.
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Dear NSU Community,
Welcome back all, and h~llo to those
of you who are spending your first semester
at NSU. After a truly sobering trip out
west, I'm back in the Editor's seat and
gearing up to implement all those changes
that Paul mentioned last week.
I'm personally excited about a number
of these changes, even if they will take
some time to get used to. Hopefully, our
new direction will make things not only
smoother for the staff, but more enjoyable
and informative for . you, the newspaper
viewing public.
Some of these changes Paul discussed
last week, such as the change in scope and
placement of our various sections. Other
improvements we hope to have in place will
soon include a large increase in news from
graduate schools and satellite campuses.
These members of the community have
not, as a general rule, been given a great
deal of coverage in the past. Part of this is
because we've had limited success soliciting
input, .and part of i~ is because our staff
is generally comprised of undergraduate
students on the main campus. At one point,
it was entirely comprised of undergraduate
commuter students.
Further improvements in coverage
will be a hike in investigative reporting.
We currently cover primarily events rather
than issues, and I'm happy to say we're
working on changing that.
On a different note, I'm delighted
to have received some feedback from
my Editor's Note in our Dec. 11 issue;
particularly in response to what I thought
was a rhetorical question. You can see the
responses to the right. Thanks to those
who wrote in, and I hope to see further
participation by the NSU Community.
The opinion section is another part of the
paper I'd like to see some growth in. Not
just opinions of those on the newspaper
staff, but those of the university, especially
the student body, as a whole.
I mentioned in another Editor's
Note many moons ago that my favorite
newspaper back home didn't have
particularly good news coverage (in fact,
it was practically a joke), but had an
incredibly active opinion section. Readers
would write in about articles they saw or
community issues, and other readers would
write responses to those initial letters. It
was all highly entertaining.
While I don't intend the reporting
in The Current to ever be as comical as it
was in the paper b~ck home (which shall
remain nameless), I would love to see that
kind of dialogue exist in our final section.
NSU is a diverse campus with many ideas,
and here is a good way to express those
ideas.
Sincerely,

I
I
Ii
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By Paul Saneaux
Managing Editor

It's already the third
Burque, Treasurer Alex Mitrani,
week of the semester and the
Fraternal Senator Evan Fish, Athletic
inconsistencies in the way the
Senator Jones, and Senate Secretary
SGA functions are already so . Jillian Maffucci all resigned.
apparent. Really. It's <!ftually
Freshman Senator Diana Aziz was
, quite fascinating. I am starting removed because of unexcused
i to believe that there is a curse
absences. I think I am forgetting
!
~ . hangingover the SGA much like
someone, but that's all of them I
" the .one -that haunted the early
could recall right now. Everyone did
1 . Bost6~ Rcrl Sox. Also, I know not resign at once; Rico, Burque,
resignations~)u. ' governmental
and:Mitrani were the most recent.
organizations are common,
. Not only does this cause
but last year's and this year's
a problem because the SGA is
SGA's have suffered some bad
understaffed, b ut because this is bad
epidemics of senators and efor the constituents. The athletes, the
board members dropping' their
fraternities, and the non-traditional
contractual responsibilities.
students do not have representation
Is it the ' stress, the workat the meetings. No representation
load, an increasing hatred for
means no votes in their interests.
the position, other obligations,
The fact that the SGA had troubles
the lack of compensation,
filling seats after school began may
or something else that I am
mean they will have trouble once
missing? Whatever it is,
again. Last week's meeting almost
whatever the reason for the
didn't happen because it s~emed
empty seats, resignations do not
. quorum was . not even going to be
go far to help the organizations.
. met.
The SGAunder President Jason
Even with the lack of man/
Peebles (who resigned) suffered
woman power, the remaining
and this one will too. However,
SGA members have done a good
President Andrew Ibrahim is
job of banding together to cover
a strong leader and I think he
the bases. PR is difficult with the
will prevent this SGA from
PR Director missing and Campus
completely falling apart.
Entertainment Director Brookes
For those of you who have
is being assisted by the senators to
not heard the loose talk floating
organize Homecoming. Maybe the .
around, there was a rash of
resignations have had the positive
resignations a week ago; VPL
effect of uniting the remaining
Hernan Rico, PR Director Sean
members.

I
I

The
inconsistencies
I
mentioned earlier are in regards to
two clubs' conference bills that were
pr~sented. The first one was by the
Pre-Pharmacy Society. They sought
$3,066 to pay for air travel, hotel stay,
registration fees, and ... admission to
the Georgia Aquarium. I don't know
why that last' bit was included, but
that doesn't matter. The main point
is that Pre-Pharm was put under
investigation for forged signatures in
their budget and President Nandita
Koodie (who was not involved) was
not informed. vpJ Laxmi Lalwani
said that the investigation may
result in the club not getting ' the
money even if it was approved then
and there. The SGA argued over
the rationale behind punishing the
entire club over a few individuals
and why the investigation was not
carried out back when the budget
hearing took place. Nevertheless, the
bill was amended for $2,100 - for
what reason I have no clue - and was
passed to be conditional depending
on the OSB investigation.
Now here's the kicker. The PreMedical Society also presented a
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Letter from a Reader

Dear EdJtors,
I am writing in response
to the editorial that Alisha
VanHoose wrote
in
the
December 11 edition of The
Current. I am a student e~ployee
for the' Office ef New Student
Programs, and . it was a little
disheartening to read the article
and see the somewhat negative
questions posed about the
orientation program. I feel that
to raise those questions without
providing answers might leave
a bad impression on what is a
great program for new students.

To set the record straight, the tours
going on in the middle of the year
are high schoolers that are getting a
tour through the admissions office,
not going through orientation.
Working in the orientation
office, I know all the grunt work
that gets put into the planning, and
implementing of the orientation
Winter
orientation
program.
may not be as intense as summer
orientation as far as scheduling goes,
but all students coming in get all of
the same information, including an
Orientation Edition of The Current
that is published in the summer. The
Office of New Student Programs is.:l
small department of only five people,
including myself, and we have spent
the past several months getting ready
for our winter orientations. In fact,
just this past Friday, December 8,

was our first winter orientation. All of
the Orientation Leaders were happy
to be there, and did an awesome job
helping the students with everything '
that they needed.
So, although you may not
hear anything about orientation in
the winter, don't be fooled! We are
still there planning, putting together,
and running a great orientation
program for new students coming
onto campus in January.
Sincerely,

Angela Moya
Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority
Commuter Student Organization
Student Employee for Office of New
Student Programs

"
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Letter from a Reader
strong college orientation program .
equates to student success, both
academically and personally. For
this ieason, NSU has the Office of
New Student. Programs, designed
specifically to help all incoming
undergraduates adjust and connect
to the University. The office consists
of professionals, with educational
and professional experience, that are
devoted to helping students adjust
to their new surroundings. The
most visibk activity that the Office
of New. Student Programs hosts is
orie~rarion'- ~o£fered in the winter
and summer: . _ .

Dear Editor,

I am writing this in response H> ·
the editorial that Alisha VanHoose
wrote, apparently regarding students
at orientatio~, in the December
11, 2006 edition. The - reason. I
say "apparently" is that most of
the young groups walking around
campus are usually either part of
a community program or they are
touring our campus with admissions,
as a potential student. In fact, the
majority of orientations at NSU are
NSU's -or~ehtation program is
behind-the-scenes because we cater - different ·from most others around
to the needs and schedules of our
the country because incoming
incoming students. This means that ·
students are able to meet face-to- ·
the future Sharks, along with the
face with - their Dean, Academic
numerous NSU staff and faculty that
Director, and Academic Advisor
are involved, are running around
before they begin classes. They are
campus while the rest of our student
also prepared and informed about
body is out for a break.
all of the NSU services offered,
Coundessstudies prove that a
ranging from Academic Services

to the Division of Student Affairs.
Sessions also include NovAlert,
technology
Financial Services,
workshop, a campus tour, and
getting a student In- and parking
decal. The student to faculty/staff
ratio at these sessions is the same as
it is in the classroom, which ensures
that all incoming students' wants
and needs are met.
'ijtere are different types of
orientations offered for incoming
Freshman, Transfers, and Career
Development students. Combine
that the many undergraduate
academic divisions that NSU has to
offer, with different curriculums and
structures, and it becomes apparent
that the orientation program is both
unique and detailed. One of the
strongest aspects of the program is
the Orientation Leaders, consisting
ofa special group ofgifted and skilled
NSU students that are ' dedicated
to helping out their new fellow
Sharks. They work for all summer

a

and winter sessions and often they
come back from year to year. And
to answer Ms. VanHoose's question,
"Yes, students entering NSU in the
winter get all of the same perks that
the summer students get!"
If you or anyone you know
is interested in becoming a 2007
Orientation Leader, please pick up
an application at Parker 131. You
can also contact the Office of New
Student Programs in Parker 131 or
at (954) 262-8050.
Thank you.
Joel~enmes,~.S.

Director of Student Development
and Retention
Office of New Student Programs
and Orientation
Nova Southeastern University
TeL (954) 262-8093

FLY
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conference bill for $4,183.60 for
hotel stay, fees and all that (not the
aquarium visit), but their bill was
passed with much less fuss. First the
SGA bustled over the number of
people going: they said 16 people
were too much when there were no
guidelines that prescribe a number.
Then it was suggested that the club
use the member's deposits to reduce
the cost of the bill. (Pre-Pharm
. also collected deposits and no one
suggested that idea to them). SGA
Advisor Gary Gershman spoke
up and said it was unfair that the
same questions were not being

asked of the two organizations. It
did seem that the SGA did .give
Pre-Pharm a much harsher grilling.
Forgery investigation or not, both of
the clubs should have been treated
equally, and yet they were not. This
bill's funding was not cut and it was
far less scrutinized though they were
asking for more. The bill was passed
for the full amount.
I know I have mentioned it
before, but the SGA needs to be aware
of how they treat each club. Equally,
that is. The rules and guidelines are
not cohesive and are much more
difficult to follow when they are not
followed consistently.
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"What do you think about the possible ban on smoking on campus?"

William HumphreysMarine Biology
Sophomore
Pembroke Pines, FL
As being a non-smoker
I see it as just trying to
psychologically change
people, when a good
portion of people smoke
on campus.

JiUian Maffucci Marine Biology
Junior
Toms River, NJ
I believe that completely
banning smoking on
campus will affect the
amount of campus life in a
negative way. I think certain
smoking areas would be a
wiser choice!

Melissa Austria
Nursing
Junior
Miami Beach, FL

Matthew Gunter
Sports Management
Junior
Lakeland, FL

I'm not a smoker but I
don't think it's a good
idea. -If something has to
be done about smoking,
I think certain places
should be designated for
smoking. It doesn't bother
me.

Humbug, second hand
smoke kills only 2.5 out
of 1,000,000 people more
,then first hand smoke.

.

-..

Alex Mitrani
Sports Management
Junior
Cooper City, FL

Tammi Feacher
Marketing
Junior
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

- I think it's a very stupid
idea and that's all I have to
say about that.

I think it would be good
because it will promote a
more healthy environment
overall here at NSU.

Michele Compton
Biology
Senior
New Haven, MI
I think it's a good idea. I
hate it when a crowd of
smokers are in front of
the building entrances
and everyone has to pass '
through there, especially
,since I am allergic to
smoke. It r~ally bothers
me.

Conrad Winiarski
Biology
Senior
Miami, FL
It would be great.
Especially si,nce I wouldn't ·
have to walk through a
wall of smoke before I go
into a building.
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